Sound propagating directly from its source to a listener's ears is typically followed milliseconds 86 later by multiple reverberant copies arriving from different directions ( Fig. 1 ). Despite this 87 mixture of direct and reflected sound pressure, generating non-stationary spatial information in 88 the binaural cues-interaural time differences (ITDs) and interaural intensity differences 89 (IIDs)-listeners typically perceive a sound as punctate, and originating from the direction of its 90 source (Dietz et al., 2013) . Perception of the true location of the source can persist even when 91 the intensity of reflected sound matches or exceeds that of early-arriving, direct sound (Haas, 92 1951), facilitating 'cocktail party listening': attending to a single talker against a background of 93 many competing voices (Cherry, 1953) . 94
Behavioural emphasis of early-arriving ITD information is frequency dependent (Hu et al., 95 2017): for amplitude-modulated 600-Hz sounds, listeners are more sensitive to ITDs conveyed 96 during the rising-energy portion than they are to ITDs at the energy peak; this is not the case at 97
200 Hz, where listeners are equally sensitive to ITDs conveyed during rising and peak energy. 98 Acoustically, reverberant energy can be 20 dB less intense at 200 Hz than at 600 Hz in many 99 outdoor settings (Traer & McDermott, 2016) . For both frequencies, listeners are least sensitive 100
to ITD during falling sound-energy, when direct sound is most likely to be corrupted by 101 reverberation. These data suggest that spatial auditory brain mechanisms transmit reliable 102
information, and suppress unreliable information, accounting for natural frequency-profiles in 103 reverberant energy which decrease below 1500 Hz. 104 Neural emphasis of early-arriving sound is observed in the auditory nerve, brainstem, 105 midbrain, and auditory cortex Fitzpatrick et al., 1999; Liebenthal & Pratt, 106 2002; Litovsky & Yin, 1998a , 1998b . In the brainstem, medial superior olive (MSO) neurons, 107
performing binaural coincidence detection that encodes ITDs in low-frequency sounds 108 Yin & Chan, 1990) , respond strongest to their preferred ITD during 109 rising sound-energy in amplitude-modulated binaural beats (AMBBs), producing an emphasis 110 of early-arriving spatial information that is consistent with adaptation in monaural projection 111 pathways to binaural MSO neurons . Within these pathways, MSO neurons 112 receive bilateral excitation from spherical bushy cells (SBCs) of the ventral cochlear nuclei 113 (VCN) (Smith et al., 1993) . Each SBC is driven by 1-3 auditory nerve fibres (ANFs), each 114 terminating in a calyceal Endbulb of Held synapse (Lorente De No, 1981 Kuenzel et al., 2011 Kuenzel et al., , 2015 . 120
Here we present simplified computational models of the auditory brainstem (Figs. 2 and 5), 121 exploring the combined effectiveness of monaural adaptation, and excitatory binaural 122
Methods 139 Nonlinear brainstem model 140 This computational model ( Fig. 2B) incorporates an MSO neuron and its excitatory input 141 pathways, beginning with an auditory periphery model for humans ( Acoustic stimuli are amplitude-modulated binaural beats (AMBBs) ( Fig. 2A ) (Dietz et al., 2013) 154 at 75 dB SPL RMS at peak amplitude, in which binaurally presented tones of a slightly different 155 frequency are modulated in amplitude at a rate equal to the difference in frequency across the 156 two ears. With this stimulus, each cycle of rising and falling sound-energy contains a full cycle 157 of interaural phase disparities. 158
Auditory Periphery Model

159
The acoustic stimuli are processed by an auditory periphery model for humans (Glasberg & 160 Moore (Kuenzel et al., 2011 (Kuenzel et al., , 2015 . The increment (i.e., the synaptic strength) is 175 variable due to depression at the individual synapses, modelled as in Rudnicki & Hemmert 176 (2017): immediately after an input spike and its associated increment in excitatory 177 conductance, the synaptic strength is multiplied by 1u, where u = 0.5. This synaptic 178 depression recovers exponentially with time-constant 25 ms, as measured in vitro (Wang & 179 Manis, 2008). Low synchrony to amplitude modulation (AM) in the model SBCs is consistent 180 with the auditory nerve at high SPL (Joris & Yin, 1992) and lower synchrony in primary-like 181 neurons of the cochlear nuclei (Rhode & Greenberg, 1994 difference produces a small current from soma to axon, calculated at 20 picoamperes (pA), 277 much less than synaptic currents. Although less negative than the -68 mV in a dedicated MSO 278 axon model (Lehnert et al., 2014) , the resting potential in our model axon has been shown to 279 support large axonal action potentials, without significant back-propagation to the soma at its 280 higher resting potential and lower ratio of Na to KLT conductance (Brughera et potential, -60.52 mV. Settling was followed by a steady inward bias current applied for 0.9 s. 288
The bias current was then maintained as the frequency sweep in membrane current (250-pA 289 peak amplitude) was also applied. A resonance in membrane impedance emergences with 290 increases in bias current (Supplemental Fig. S1 ). Assuming that the resonant membrane is a 291 second-order system (Nilsson & Riedel, 2008 
AMBB period histograms 297
For each AMBB period histogram from the nonlinear model, spikes were counted in forty non-298 overlapping bins, each covering 1/40 of the AM cycle (unsmoothed). Spike rates were 299 calculated by dividing the spike count by the total time duration for each bin, across the 300 multiple periods of eight different stimulus presentations of 0.75-second duration. 301
Eight starting-phases at decrements of 45° efficiently implemented IPDs
302
At each carrier and modulation-frequency combination, 8 acoustic stimuli, each with 1 of 8 303 carrier starting-phases (0°, -45°, -90°, …, -315°), were applied at each model ear, driving 304
ANFs. For computational efficiency, start-IPD (the interaural phase difference at zero 305 amplitude) was achieved by pairing spike times from each starting-phase in one ear, with the 306 spike times from the other ear having the appropriate difference in starting-phase. While 307 maintaining the proper start-IPD, each AMBB period histogram pooled spikes resulting from 308 stimuli using the 8 starting-phases spanning each carrier period. Thus whilst the histograms 309
show the effects of start-IPD, they do not show phase-locking to fine structure of the carriers. 310
In this study, "best-ITD during rise" denotes start-IPD = 270°; "best-ITD at peak" denotes start-311 IPD = 180°; and "best-ITD during fall" denotes start-IPD = 90°. 312
Chi-squared tests for significant differences in model spike counts 313 For each condition and modulation frequency, a chi-squared test for one and two degrees of 314 freedom (2-way and 3-way comparisons) compared spike counts from the nonlinear model 315 MSO neuron stimulated with AMBBs with best-ITD occurring during rising vs. peak vs. falling 316 amplitude. Each chi-squared test yielded a probability (P) of the null hypothesis that the 317 differences in spike count occurred randomly. 318
Synchrony index and Rayleigh statistic for significant phase-locking: 319 For each modulation frequency and starting-phase combination, the synchrony index (SI, R) of 320 spike times ( ) (Johnson, 1980 ) with respect to their phase within the AM cycle (with 321 modulation frequency , and modulation period = 1/ ) was calculated: 322
The Rayleigh significance statistic (2NR 2 ) was then calculated and converted to a P value, the 325 probability of the null hypothesis that the AM period-histogram of spike times resulted from a 326 uniform distribution (Rhode, 1976 
Where c is capacitance (picofarads), gM is total membrane conductance (nanosiemens, nS) 391
and Iapp is the current (picoamperes) applied to the neural model. The resonant and amplifying 392 currents, Iw and In, are described by their conductances, gW and gn (in nS); the dynamics of 393 their gating variables, ww and wn (in millivolts) are described generically by the equation: 394
Where wx is the gating variable whose associated time-constant is τx (milliseconds). Spike thresholds in the linear-membrane model 416 The linear-membrane model applies idealised spike thresholds 
Results
451
A model MSO neuron driven by adapting SBCs reproduces the frequency-452 dependent emphasis of ITD information during rising sound-energy 453 We first explored the extent to which adaptation at model SBCs in the cochlear nuclei can 454 account for the emphasis of ITDs during the rising energy of modulated sounds in a model 455 MSO neuron (Fig. 2B) . Acoustic stimuli to the model were amplitude-modulated binaural beats 456 (AMBBs) (Dietz et al., 2013 , in which binaurally presented tones of a slightly different 457 frequency are modulated in amplitude at a rate equal to the difference in frequency across the 458 two ears, and each cycle of rising and falling sound-energy contains a full cycle of interaural 459 phase disparities. AMBBs ( Fig. 2A) produced only slight adaptation in the spike rates of model SBCs (Fig. 3A, top strongly to zero ITD, (its pre-determined best-ITD) across the AM cycle: most strongly at peak 480 sound-energy, slightly less strongly during rising energy, and less strongly still during falling 481 energy (Fig. 3A , lower three rows; in a 3-way comparison of spike counts for best-ITD during 482 rising vs. peak vs. falling energy, P < 10 -9 at each modulation frequency). The synchrony 483
index-a measure of temporal alignment of spikes over the AM cycle (see Methods)-ranged 484 from 0.133 at 4 and 64 Hz to 0.161 at 16 Hz for model SBCs, and from 0.595 (64 Hz, best-ITD 485 at peak) to 0.794 (16 Hz, best-ITD during fall) for the model MSO neuron (Rayleigh statistic, P 486 < 0.001 in all cases). (AMBB stimuli had increasing IPD (positive beat direction): "best-ITD 487 during rise" denotes start-IPD = 270°; "best-ITD at peak" denotes start-IPD = 180°; and "best-488 ITD during fall" denotes start-IPD = 90°.) 489
We next introduced synaptic depression in slightly supra-threshold synapses (maximum 490 gE SBC = 83 nS) at the model SBCs, which then adapted in their spike rates (Fig. 3B, top Consistent with behavioural data at the same 600-Hz sound-frequency, a model including 508
synaptic plasticity at SBCs that in turn drive bilateral inputs to an MSO neuron, responds 509 preferentially to ITDs during the rising energy of sounds. Without this adaptation, the 510 preference for spatial cues during rising sound-energy is absent, suggesting a critical role for 511 monaural input pathways to binaural neurons in emphasising spatial information that is likely to 512 be reliable in reverberant listening conditions. 513
Mechanisms for sensitivity to ITDs conveyed in the TFS of sounds are generally thought to be 514 consistent across sound-frequencies up to 1400 Hz (higher in some non-human species), 515 covering the range over which ITDs in the TFS are discriminable. Therefore, given the 516 emphasis to ITDs during the rising energy of modulated sounds at 600 Hz-concordant with 517 perceptual and brain-imaging data obtained at a similar frequency (Dietz et al., 2013)-we 518 expected a similar emphasis at the lower sound-frequency of 200 Hz. Nevertheless, despite 519 our model implementing identical elements, we observed a very different pattern of results at 520
200 Hz compared to 600 Hz. These differences are consistent with behavioural data (Hu et al., 521 2017): at 600 Hz, human ITD-sensitivity is strongest during rising energy with progressively 522 less ITD sensitivity for peak and falling energy; but at 200 Hz, ITD sensitivity is strong for both 523 peak and rising energy, and again weak for falling energy. (Fig. 4A, top row) , less adaptation than at 600 Hz. Spike counts in the model MSO 530 neuron (Fig. 4A , lower three rows) matched the patterns of significance in human ITD-531 detection for AM stimuli at 200 Hz (Hu et al., 2017) : spike counts were slightly higher but not 532 significantly for best-ITD during peak vs. rising energy, and spike counts were significantly 533 different (higher) only for best-ITD at peak energy vs. falling energy (P = 0.0079 for modulation 534 at 8 Hz; P = 0.0014 for modulation at 20 Hz number of instances when the AM stimulus containing a (right-leading) +150 μs ITD in its 566 rising-energy phase was correctly lateralised [d' > 1 in any bin was considered a correct 567 lateralisation of a signal from the 'right' (Fig. 6 pink vertical bands) ]. This ITD sensitivity 568 decreased across the AM cycle reaching a minimum when non-zero ITDs were restricted to 569 the falling-energy phase (Fig. 6 bottom row) . The trend for onset dominance at 600 Hz was 570 true for both modulation rates (8 Hz and 20 Hz) and when the proportion of the AM cycle 571
containing non-zero ITDs was either 20% or 40% (Fig. 7 right column) . Notably, in all three 572 portions of the AM cycle, the number of correct lateralisations decreased as the proportion of 573 an AM cycle containing a non-zero ITD was decreased from 40% to 20% (Fig. 7 right column,  574 blue). 575
When an amplitude-modulated 200-Hz tone (with a right-leading, non-zero ITD of +300 μs) 576
was presented to the fast MSO model, the onset dominance observed at 600 Hz was replaced 577
by an increased weighting of ITD cues towards the peak of the AM cycle (Fig. 6) . Indeed, the 578 frequency of correct lateralisations at the peak of AM cycles was either equal to (8-Hz AM 579 stimuli) or higher (20-Hz AM stimuli) than that observed at corresponding onset phases ( Fig. 7  580 middle column). As at 600 Hz, reducing the proportion of the AM cycle containing a non-zero 581 ITD from 40% to 20% also generated fewer correct lateralisations across all AM phases ( Fig. 7  582 middle column, blue). Although the fast MSO model could reproduce behavioural trends (Hu et  583 al., 2017) at both carrier frequencies, it generated fewer correct lateralisations overall at 200 584 Hz ( Fig. 7 middle and right columns) . We therefore presented the same 200-Hz carrier 585
stimulus to the linear model MSO neurons with slower membrane properties (Fig. 6) . This 586 generated a higher number of correct lateralisations overall, while maintaining, or even 587 augmenting, the maximum weighting of ITD at the peak AM energy in all conditions tested 588 ( Fig. 7 left column) . 589
Our hemispheric-difference model, therefore, suggests that a slower, more integrative MSO 590 neuron may assist lateralisation in lower-frequency channels, in particular by extending the 591 extraction of ITD information towards peak energy in the AM cycle, where human ITD 592 detection is best when comparing at 200 Hz across the AM cycle (Hu et al., 2017) . 593 Additionally, our model qualitatively matched the behavioural data by demonstrating a higher 594
propensity to lateralise stimuli of either frequency when 40% vs. 20% of the AM cycle 595 contained a non-zero ITD. 596
Adapting SBCs improve the ability of a hemispheric-difference model to 597 lateralise speech in artificial reverberation 598 If neural adaptation prior to binaural integration contributes to accurate source localisation, we 599 would expect it to aid lateralisation of speech in a reverberant room, by emphasising ITD cues 600 associated with direct sound over reverberation ( Fig. 1 far left) . To test this, 601 speech signals were presented to the neural model of lateralisation under anechoic (non-602 reverberant) conditions, and simulated reverberant conditions with direct sound and early 603 reflections off virtual walls . We then assessed whether the model correctly 604 lateralised the side to which the source was located in the presence or absence of synaptic 605 depression in SBCs of the cochlear nuclei. 606
In the anechoic condition (Fig. 8A ), a word token ('church') was presented to the non-adapting 607 hemispheric-difference model from a virtual location 1 metre from the target and 30 degrees to 608 the right of the midline. The speech waveform-gammatone-filtered at 600 Hz (Fig. 8A top  609 row)-was more intense at the right ear (red), and led the left-ear signal (blue) by an average 610 ITD of +363 μs (Fig. 8A top row, dark grey) . This generated a larger response from model 611 neurons in the 'left' MSO ( Fig. 8A middle row) and multiple bins throughout the speech token 612
where d' values were > 1 ( Fig. 8A pink vertical bands) , indicating that the talker was correctly 613
lateralised to the right in the non-adapting hemispheric-difference model. 614
In the reverberant condition, the same word token was presented to the non-adapting 615 hemispheric-difference model from the same angle and distance, however it was also followed 616 by two delayed copies generated by early reflections off virtual walls added behind, and to the 617 left of, the listener ( Fig. 1B far left) . This mixture of sound arriving direct from the source and 618 early reflective copies led to a more complex waveform (including a more intense signal at the 619 'left ear' (direct-to-reverberant ratio: -4dB; mean ILD: -3 dB)) whose running ITDs fluctuated 620 between extremely large positive and negative values, culminating in an average IPD of +155º, 621 a value that can easily lead to wrong-side lateralization for sine-tones (Yost, 1981) . Although 622 the resulting d' output exceeded 1 in eleven epochs coinciding with waveform onsets (Fig. 8B,  623 left, pink vertical bands), it was also briefly lower than -1 in the opposite direction during three 624 intermediate epochs (Fig. 8B , left, blue vertical bands), indicating a potentially ambiguous left-625 right localisation output. 626
We then introduced synaptic depression to the monaurally driven inputs from ANFs to the 627 cochlear nuclei of the hemispheric-difference model, and presented the same reverberant 628 stimulus ( Fig. 8B ). Despite the potentially confounding ITD (and ILD) cues ( Fig. 8B top row) , 629 adding adaptation in the monaural input pathways enhanced the performance of the binaural 630 model MSO neurons, and generated correct lateralisations of the true source to the right: the d' 631 output exceeding 1 in six time bins without ever crossing below -1 ( Fig. 8B bottom row, right) . 632
When the number of incorrect lateralisations was tallied over a hundred presentations of the 633 reverberant stimulus (Fig. 8C) , incorrect lateralisations were observed five times less 634 frequently when synaptically depressing auditory nerve inputs were included in the 635 hemispheric-difference model (mean incorrectly lateralised time for non-depressing synaptic 636 inputs = 6.75 ± 0.50 ms/presentation vs. mean incorrectly lateralised time for depressing 637 synaptic inputs = 1.3 ± 0.24 ms/presentation). This neuro-metric profile agrees with the 638 psychoacoustic percept as has been previously described for similar word tokens (Dietz et al., 639 2014), suggesting that monaural adaptation increases the weighting of spatial information 640 during rising sound-energy to improve lateralisation of ethological sounds in reverberant 641 environments. 642
Discussion
643
The adapting brainstem suppresses responses to late-arriving reverberant 644 sound while encoding spatial cues 645 Localising sound-sources in reverberant environments is critical to prey and predator alike, and 646 improves communication in human listeners. Despite reflections from acoustically opaque 647 surfaces degrading spatial cues, localisation must remain accurate. Hypothesising that 648 adaptive brainstem mechanisms suppress responses to late-arriving reverberant sound, thus 649 emphasising early-arriving sound direct from the source for the encoding of spatial cues, we 650
computationally explored the contribution of monaural brainstem adaption to binaural sound-651 source lateralisation. In our models, accurate lateralisation in reverberation is enhanced by 652
adapting SBCs in the VCN, which project bilaterally to the MSO, a site of primary binaural 653
integration. We show that pre-binaural adaptation can account for the observed ability of MSO 654 neurons to respond preferentially to ITDs conveyed during the early, rising-energy portion of 655 low-frequency sounds near 600 Hz . Carney, 1990 Carney, , 1992 Rudnicki & Hemmert, 2017) . 687
Frequency-dependent emphasis of early-arriving sound reflects natural 688 frequency-profiles in reverberant energy 689 Natural outdoor acoustics have seemingly influenced brain mechanisms that suppress 690 responses to reverberation. In many outdoor environments, including forests, fields, and 691 streets, reverberation-time ('T60'-the time for reverberant energy to fall by 60 decibels) 692 decreases as sound-frequency decreases below 1500 Hz (Traer & McDermott, 2016) . 693
Reflecting this frequency-profile in reverberation-time, our models are consistent with the 694 frequency-dependent behavioural emphasis of ITD during rising and peak sound-energy (Hu et  695 al., 2017), by increasing the weighting of peak energy with decreasing low frequency where 696 reverberation is less energetic. Applying identical parameter values in our Hodgkin-Huxley-697 type model MSO neuron as sound-frequency decreased from 600 to 200 Hz, model neurons 698
transitioned from responding preferentially to ITDs during rising energy at 600 Hz, to 699 responding equally strongly to ITDs during rising and peak energy at 200 Hz. At both 700 frequencies, model neurons aptly responded only weakly to ITD during falling energy, when 701 direct sound is most likely to be corrupted by reverberation. This is consistent with listening 702 behaviour: at 600 Hz, human listeners are more sensitive to ITDs conveyed during rising-703 energy than to ITDs at the energy peak; at 200 Hz, listeners are equally sensitive to ITDs 704 conveyed during rising and peak energy; listeners are least sensitive to ITD during falling 705 sound-energy at both sound-frequencies. These data, and our models, suggest that spatial 706 auditory brain mechanisms transmit reliable information, and suppress unreliable information, 707
accounting for natural frequency-profiles in reverberant energy. 708
At very low frequencies, including 200 Hz, where reverberant energy in natural, outdoor 709 scenes is low, suppression of spatial information during peak energy is less important. 710
However, in modern, indoor listening environments, characterised by enclosures with highly 711 reflective walls, reverberation can be high even at very low frequencies. Indoor reverberation, 712 weakly suppressing neurons, and increasing perceptual thresholds for ITD at sound-713 frequencies below 500 Hz (Brughera et al., 2013) , may all contribute to the observed low 714 perceptual weighting of very low frequencies when localising broadband sound (Ihlefeld &  715 Shinn-Cunningham, 2011). This consistent perceptual down-weighting for localisation, 716
presumably by brain centres above the brainstem, occurs even as these very low sound-717 frequencies contain and apparently convey vital speech information, including the fundamental 718 frequency, and first formant of vowels. 719
Contrasting the weak suppression of late-arriving sound and weak reverberation at 200 Hz, 720 with the strong suppression at 600 Hz and increasing reverberation with higher sound-721 frequency up to 1500 Hz, suggests the possibility that the human brainstem effectively 722 suppresses responses to reverberation for sound-frequencies from 500 to 1200 Hz, a 723 frequency range that despite being relatively high in reverberation produces the lowest 724 perceptual thresholds for ITD discrimination in human listeners (Brughera et whether these mechanisms act cooperatively in robust onset-ITD processing in reverberant 768
conditions. Brainstem and midbrain mechanisms may combine additively or act independently 769 for different stimuli. At least for ongoing, amplitude-modulated sounds, the emphasis of early-770 arriving sound in ITD-encoding by MSO neurons, combined with the observed lack of 771 increased emphasis at the IC , suggests that brainstem nuclei contribute 772 significantly to sound-source localisation in reverberation. 773
Early-arriving spatial cues for bilateral cochlear-implant (bCI) listeners 774 Although listeners with bCIs are most sensitive to ITD during peaks in sound-energy (Hu et al., 775 2017), acoustically the most accurate ITD-information for source location occurs during rising 776 sound-energy (Dietz et al., 2013) . To maximise ITD sensitivity, and provide spatial information 777 that emphasises sound-sources, bCI processors can, during peak energy, provide pulse bursts 778 that overcome adaptation (Srinivasan et al., 2020 (Srinivasan et al., , 2018 to convey spatial information derived 779 milliseconds earlier during rising energy, from a calculation triggered by the preceding energy-780 minimum and subsequent energy-increase. Rapidly updating binaural masks (Cantu, 2018) 781 that enhance target sound-sources while preserving spatial cues can also be applied. 782
Conclusions
783
Our models suggest that adaptive brainstem mechanisms contribute to sound-source 784 localisation, emphasising early-arriving sound which is relatively high in direct sound that 785 conveys reliable spatial information during neural encoding, by suppressing responses to late-786 arriving sound which is relatively high in reverberation. The frequency-dependent emphasis of 787 auditory spatial information conveyed in early-arriving sound is consistent with brain 788 mechanisms that transmit reliable information, and suppress unreliable information. As the 789 auditory brainstem encodes ITDs for determining sound-source locations, its suppression of 790 late-arriving spatial information promotes accuracy and accounts for typical frequency-profiles 791 of reverberant energy in natural outdoor scenes. 792 
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